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A Short History of EC2 Virtualization  

Amazon builds custom bare-metal hardware for the singular use of hosting EC2 instances, as a 

result they tune their data centers and the hardware and software stack that is utilized for EC2 

instances.  This tuning includes the ongoing tweaking and customization of the hypervisor’s used 

at AWS: both Xen and KVM.    

For many years, the standard answer for what hypervisor does AWS deploy was a customized 

version of the Xen hypervisor.  Initial versions offered Xen paravirtualization for the Linux 

operating system, and, over time the HVM (Hardware Virtual Machine) supporting the Windows 

operating system.  Paravirtualization allows the customization of the Linux operating system 

kernel which permits the Linux guest operating system running on EC2 instances to access 

storage and networking hypercalls directly to the Xen hypervisor, which in turn called the 

physical CPU on the host to carry out each request.    

EC2 instances running Windows were initially hosted differently than Linux using the Hardware 

Virtual Machine (HVM).  HVM virtualization meant that the underlying hardware platform on 

the host server is fully virtualized and was accessible by the Windows instance using hardware 

extensions.  Windows clients are completely isolated and unaware of the virtualization process.     

Paravirtualization was possible with Linux as it was an open source operating system.  On the 

other hand, Windows remains a closed operating system, therefore paravirtualization is not 

possible with Windows EC2 instances.    

2012 – In 2012 the customized version of Xen used by AWS ran in a hybrid model that 

installed on Intel processors equipped with hardware virtualization (VT-x) that offered faster 

CPU and memory access, and, used paravirtualized drivers to access the network and storage 

devices as fast as possible.  These two separate virtualization features were beginning to be 

combined in a hybrid model called PVHVM. (Paravirtualization and hardware assisted 

virtualization technology combined).    

2013 – At AWS, at the start of 2013, the Xen hypervisor supported a combination of PV and 

HVM drivers, and hardware virtualization for the network interfaces called single route I/O 

virtualization (SR-IOV).  Several EC2 instances also began to offer support for enhanced 

networking, using SR-IOV, which offered initial speeds of 10Gbps and today speeds hover at 

25Gbps.  After testing this new network stack, Netflix published test results showing networking 

processing speeds of 2 million packets per second.    

2015 – AWS introduced the C4 instance.  Amazon had been working with a startup company 

called Annapurna Labs that created custom semiconductor circuits; it is now an AWS company.  

AWS was interested in their ASIC that provided enhanced networking services and were 

working on several custom semiconductor designs to increase speeds for storage, networking, 

and encryption.  The C4 instance using the custom semiconductors designed with Annapurna 

offered such a high level of storage and network performance that EBS optimized volumes were 
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offered by default at no additional charge; in fact, all new instances offered by AWS since the 

C4 instance was released offer EBS optimized volumes at no additional charge.      

2016 – the X1 instance was released with 128 vCPUs and 2 TiB of memory.  Access to the 

highspeed instance storage was also performed by custom semiconductors and an enhanced 

networking interface that had been specifically designed for EC2 instances was also introduced.  

2017 – the i3 platform was released; this family of high-performance instance allowed the 

offloading of communication with the EBS storage achieving an even higher level of overall 

performance.    

At this point in the redesign cycle at AWS, the performance of storage, networking, and 

management services was vastly improved with the addition of custom semiconductor chipsets.  

Hardware was replacing software emulation in speeding up EC2 communication.  The next task 

carried out by AWS was replacing the Xen hypervisor with a new lightweight hypervisor called 

Nitro.  Lightweight because a lot of the jobs that a typical hypervisor would undertake and 

manage, were being performed by the new custom hardware chipsets.  The C5 instance launched 

in 2017, was deployed using the Nitro hypervisor which offloaded the networking, storage, and 

management tasks such as encryption duties to custom hardware chipsets, greatly reducing the 

role of the hypervisor, and increasing the speed that these tasks are now being carried out.  The 

C5 instance was the first instance at AWS to use the lightweight Nitro hypervisor.             

  

The Nitro System  

In 2017 the new Nitro hypervisor was launched.  The heart of the Nitro hypervisor uses just the 

KVM core kernel model and a streamlined virtual machine manager (VMM).  Older KVM 

emulation components such as QEMU are not used.  The term “direct metal access” attempts to 

provide performance equivalent to a bare-metal server.  To achieve this goal AWS designed 

custom silicon chipsets that use hardware virtualization for faster access to storage, networking, 

interrupts, and to carry out security processes such as encryption.  The EC2 instances and the 

associated hardware storage devices are also isolated at the hardware level.  Over time, Nitro will 

be the only hypervisor used at AWS, except for the AWS i3.metal instances, which don’t use a 

hypervisor, but are still called instances.   

Local NVMe Storage – Custom chipsets provides direct access to high-speed local storage over 

a PCI interface.  All traffic is also transparently encrypted using dedicated hardware circuits.  It’s 

important to realize that the encryption process is now offloaded to the Nitro system, greatly 

speeding up the encryption process, at AWS.    

Nitro Networking – hardware level networking supports the mapping service for the VPC, 

enhanced networking, and the enhanced networking adapter.  

Nitro Security Chip – The main component handling security in this design is the Nitro security 

chip, which if you’re familiar with Intel TXT, is carrying out a lot of the same security functions; 
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protecting the systems boot process, and monitoring and approving or denying all instance 

request calls for access to the storage resources.    

  

EC2 Instances   

Now that you have some knowledge of how Amazon is designing their hypervisor’s, instances, 

and bare-metal systems let’s move into a discussion of the instance families at AWS.  At AWS, 

virtual servers are called instances.  At the most basic level, each instance is a virtual server 

running a version of Windows or Linux.  Instances run as a guest operating system hosted on the 

hypervisor, which in turn is directly installed on a bare-metal server.  Instances were first 

launched by AWS back in August 2006, and there was just one size, the M1.   

 

There are over 70 instance choices available at AWS    

 

Each instance is configured at launch with a selected amount of memory, virtual CPU cores, 

storage, and networking bandwidth.  Instance can be sliced and diced in many different patterns 

and configurations.  Regardless of the instance size and type, each configuration has several 

mandatory parts.  

 

o Built by preconfigured images called Amazon Machine Images  

o Authenticated using a unique public \ private key pair per instance  

o Storage options of persistent block storage, and, or temporary storage volumes  

o A mandatory firewall called a Security Group that protects your network interfaces  

o Basic, or enhanced network adapters  

o Shared or dedicated hardware options  

  

Instance Families  

Instances are members of compute families, therefore instances are grouped and defined by a 

name and generation designation.  For each instance’s name, the first letter that you see, is the 

instance family that it belongs to; this letter describes the resources allocated to the instance and 

the workloads that the instance has been designed or is best suited for.  And the letter stands for 

something; for example, the letter C stands for compute, R for RAM and I for IOPS.  
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The next number that you see is the generation number, and you can think of this number much 

like a software version number.  Therefore, a C5 instances is newer than a C4 instance and so on. 

And interestingly, a newer C5 instance is cheaper than a C4 instance.    

The last component of the instance’s name deals with the size of the instance; sometimes this 

called a “T-shirt size.”  Just like our T-shirts; sizes range from small up to 32 times larger than 

the smallest size. (The size of an instance is based on the amount of virtual CPU cores, the 

amount of RAM, and the amount of allocated network bandwidth).  For example, the C4.8xlarge 

is eight times larger than the c4.large in areas of VCPU cores, RAM, and network bandwidth.   

 

Once an instance has been ordered, the resources (vCPUs, memory, network 

bandwidth) allocated to an instance are assigned to your account and are never 

shared with any other AWS customer.    

 

Your on-premise virtual design may overcommit your virtual resources to the available physical 

resources; therefore, if every virtual machine in your vCenter design was powered on you 

wouldn’t have enough physical resources to run all of your virtual servers at the same time.  At 

AWS there is no common pool of compute resources constantly being shared among customers.  

The older public cloud concept of the “noisy neighbor” has been redesigned by dedicating the 

assigned resources to each customer.  Running a smaller instance at AWS means you have a 

smaller portion of the physical server assigned to your instance; whereas running at X32 sized 

instance means you probably have the entire physical server assigned to you.  Regardless of the 

instance ordered, your allotted memory, CPU cores, storage and network bandwidth remain 

isolated from each other AWS customer.  Since customers are virtually isolated from each other, 

this isolation also forms a key element of security.  

  

What’s a vCPU?  

AWS defines the amount of CPU power assigned to each instance as a virtual CPU (vCPUs).  A 

virtual CPU is part of the physical CPU core.  A process called hyper-threading associates two 

virtual threads to each physical core, an A and B thread working in a multitasking mode.   

Think of each physical core as a brain that can be split into two logical brains; the thread is the 

communication channel linking to a specific amount of processing power.  Both Linux and 

Windows process these virtual threads differently; Linux enumerates the first group of threads 

(A) before the second group of threads (B); Windows interleaves the threads, selecting first the A 

and then the B threads.  Dividing the vCPU count listed in the EC2 console by two will show 

you the actual physical core count which might be important if the licensing for your software 

requires a physical core count, for example Oracle databases.  
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The required core count of your on-premise applications is something to check for before they 

are migrated to AWS; if hyperthreading is already disabled for your applications running on-

premise, then you’ll want to disable this process at AWS.  If you’re running financial analysis or 

mechanical design applications; after migrating these types of applications to AWS, you may 

need to disable hyper- threading on the instance to achieve maximum performance.  

  

  

    

 

To get a listing of the actual core count visit 

https://aws.amazon.com/dc2/virtualcores  

 

  

EC2 Instance Choices  

In the EC2 console here are over 70 instance types to choose; from General Purpose to instances 

designed for compute, storage and memory optimized workloads.  There are even bare metal 

instances you could consider ordering.  After logging into AWS and using the EC2 management 

console to choose an instance, the available choices are defined as “current generation”.    

If you wish, you can still order the original m1.small instance offered by AWS back in 2006.  

This is not a recommendation; M1 instances should not be used for any workload in production 

today as there are many more powerful and cost-effective options.  The reality is that AWS 

rarely depreciates anything; it’s easy to pick an older instance choice.  Let’s start with the 

cheapest and the smallest instance that you could order.  

  

Micro Instances – there’s only one instance type in this class; the t1.micro with an unidentified 

processor, meaning it’s probably an Intel processor.  The clock speed is not identified, but you 

have .613 GiB of memory with very low networking performance.  It supports 32 or 64-bit 

workloads and only shows up in the management console if you search for the All Generation 

types of instances.  Certainly, a very small test instance is not meant for production, right?  

That’s for you to decide.  Perhaps you have a micro-service, or logging server that matches up 

perfectly with the specifications provided by a micro-instance.   

  

General-purpose instances – have a deceptively vague name however the underlying concept 

for a general-purpose instance is to provide a baseline of CPU processing, network and storage.    

https://aws.amazon.com/dc2/virtualcores
https://aws.amazon.com/dc2/virtualcores
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AWS recommends the general-purpose M5 instance as a starting instance to start testing and 

learning for web and application servers, small to medium-sized databases, or for other various 

applications.  Keep in mind that there are several versions of the M5 instance type; the overall 

AWS recommendations for using general purpose instances are not that exacting.  Your 

definition for the resources for deploying a small web server might vary.    

Obviously, launching a massive instance with plenty of memory, CPU cores, and high-speed 

storage will host many different types of applications effortlessly.  But remember, when 

operating in the cloud, you’re paying for everything that you use 24/7, the cloud uses different 

cost variables than what you may be used to on-premise.  Properly sizing the selected instance to 

match your application needs is of key importance when running production workloads at AWS.  

But what is also important is the cost of running each instance.  Obviously, database instances 

will be running 24 /7.  Perhaps application and web server instances should not be running all the 

time, at least not at production scale in the middle of the night.    

  

Instance 

Type  

Hypervisor  Maximum Size  Storage  AMI  

m5  Nitro  96 vCPUs with 384 GiG 

of memory and up to 25 

Gbps of enhanced 

networking  

Instance storage offered 
by M5 instances is very 

fast local NVMe SSD 

volumes located on the  

bare-metal server host  

  

EBS optimized storage 

is provided at no  

additional cost  

  

64-bit HVM 
AMIs that 

include 

drivers for 
enhanced 

networking 

and NVMe  

storage  

m4  Xen  64 vCPUs, 256 GiG of 

memory, up to 25 Gbps 

of enhanced networking   

   

Instances Designed to Burst   

Some general-purpose models (T2, and T3 instances) also are designed with the ability to burst 

above an initial CPU baseline of performance and also be able to burst above the CPU baseline 

as required.  T2 instances have the lowest cost per hour at AWS; t2 nano instances will cost you 

half a cent per hour.  The use case for these instances could include applications where the CPU 

requirements fluctuates up and down over a 24-hour period.  

When you launch a T2 or T3 instance, depending on the size, you will get a baseline of CPU 

performance ranging from 5% up to 135%.  The design of a T instance provides you with CPU 

credits for the time that your CPU is idle.  Banking your CPU credits allows you to use them, 

when your application needs to burst above the baseline that has been assigned to your instance.  

The idea is much like this: the typical server doesn’t run flat out at hundred percent, but instead 

has peaks and valleys in its performance baseline. Therefore, you can achieve your desired 

performance when it is necessary using banked CPU credits.  
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Instance 

Type  

Hypervisor  Burst Mode  Features  

t3  Nitro  Moderate baseline: unlimited mode 

allows unlimited CPU bursting  

Intel Xeon scalable processors 

ranging from 1 to 8 vCPUs 

and up to 32 Gig of memory, 

network speed is moderate  

t2  Xen  CPU credits are 1/2 the amount 

earned compared to T3 instances  

EBS only storage  

t3a  Nitro  Unlimited mode by default  10% cost savings over t3 

instances  

 

At launch, there is enough CPU credits allocated to carry out the initial tasks of booting the 

operating system and running the application.  A single CPU credit has the performance of one 

full CPU core running at 100 % for one minute.  After a T2 instance is powered on it earns CPU 

credits at a defined steady rate determined by the size of the instance; the larger the instance the 

more CPU credits are earned up to a defined maximum value.  Earned credits expire after 24 

hours; if the CPU credits were not used, then, they weren’t needed by the running application.    

CloudWatch, the built-in monitoring service at AWS, has available metrics allowing you to 

monitor the credits being used and the current credit balance.  The metric in Orange is showing 

the CPU usage, the metric in blue is showing the decrease in CPU credits. When the CPU stops 

working, over time the credit balance increases once again.  

If you run out of CPU credits, your CPU performance is reduced to the assigned CPU baseline 

based on the type of instance you are running.    

  

Compute Optimized Instances   

Compute optimized instances are designed for batch processing workloads, media transcoding 

and high-performance application or Web servers.   The C5 architecture takes advantage of the 

Nitro system components for enhanced networking.    

Instance 

Type  

Hypervisor  Maximum Size  Storage  AMI  

c5  Nitro  Maximum 72 vCPUs, 144 

GiB of memory, enhanced 

networking up to 25 Gbps   

  

EBS optimized 
storage with dedicated 

EBS bandwidth up to 

4,000  

Mbps   

Local instance storage 

using NVMe SSD  

64-bit HVM 

AMIs that 

include 
drivers for 

enhanced 

networking 
and NVMe  

storage  

c4  Nitro  Maximum size of 36 vCPU 

and 60 GiB of memory, 

enhanced networking up to 

10 Gbps  
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AWS suggests for Linux that you use at a minimum the 3.10 kernel, or newer for 

NVME instances. Ubuntu 14.04 or later, Centos 7 or later, Windows server 2008 R2 or 

later  

 

  

  

Memory Optimized Instances   

Workloads that need to process vast data sets hosted in memory, such as MYSQL or NoSQL 

databases, or Memcached or Redis in memory cache stores should use a memory optimized 

instance.    

Instance 

Type  

Hypervisor  Maximum Size  Storage  AMI  

r5  Nitro  96 vCPUs, 769 GiG of 

memory, enhanced 

networking speeds up 

to 25 Gbps  

EBS optimized storage 

with dedicated EBS 

bandwidth up to 4,000  

Mbps   

Local instance storage 

using NVMe SSD  

64-bit HVM 

AMIs that 

include 

drivers for 
enhanced 

networking 

and NVMe  

storage  

r4  Nitro  16 vCPUs, 488 GiG of 

memory, enhanced 

networking speeds up 

to 25 Gbps  

x1  Nitro  128 vCPUs, 1952 GiG 

of memory, enhanced 

networking speeds up 

to 25 Gbps  

  

  

  

14,000 Mbps of EBS 

optimized storage 

bandwidth  

CPU  

configuration 

of both the C-

state and P-
state registers 

is possible on 

the x8, x16, 

and 
x32xlarge 

models.    

  

x1e  Nitro  128 vCPUs, 3904 GiG 

of memory, enhanced 

networking speeds up 

to 10 Gbps  

  

x1 instances – can have a massive amount of assigned resources, including up to 128 vCPUs, 4 

TB of DRAM memory, and enhanced network speeds up to 25 Gb per second.  x1 instances are 

designed for in memory databases, big data processing projects, and high-performance 

computing (HPC) workloads.    
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Each physical processor is wired to a local memory footprint as shown in figure 4-12.  Using a 

bus called the quick path interconnect (QPI) each physical core can also access all the installed 

memory in the physical computer, and not just its local assigned memory footprint.  The larger 

x1e.32xlarge instance has four physical CPUs each with 32 vCPU cores; each physical processor 

is wired to a 1 TB RAM footprint, but also has access to the other remote memory footprints 

assigned directly to the other physical CPUs.    

High Memory Instances – are bare-metal servers featuring up to 224 vcores, (hyper- threaded 

as 448 logical processors), 12 TiB of memory, enhanced networking up to 25 Gbps, and 14 Gbps 

EBS optimized storage running.    

z1d Instances – are hosted on the Nitro hypervisor and are designed with sustained all-core 

frequency using Intel Xeon scalable processors with 48 vCPUs, up to 384 GiB memory and 

1.8TB of instance storage.  

  

Accelerated Computing (GPU)  

Accelerated Computing Instances use Nvidia Tesla GPU’s in a variety of designs and are 

designed for use within a cluster placement group with enhanced networking speeds of 25 Gbps 

of network bandwidth.  The p3.16large offers 8 NVIDIA Tesla K 80 GPUs, 64 vCPUs Intel 

Xeon Broadwell processors, 488 Gig of memory, and 128 GiG of GPU memory.    

For high performance computing or for machine learning application use cases you could choose 

a P3 GPU instance which offers a PetaFLOP of compute performance using a NVIDA V100 

Volta based GPU chipset.       

g3 Instances – are designed for graphic intensive applications using NVIDIA M 60 GPUs. g3 

instances also can enable the NVIDIA GRID Workstation feature which has support for 4 4096 x 

2160 high resolution monitors and enhanced networking providing up to 25 Gbps of network 

bandwidth within a cluster placement group.  g3 instances can be useful for VDI solutions 

including Citrix XenApp and VMware Horizon  

f1 Instances – are deployed with hardware acceleration image (FPGA Image) combined with a 

custom AMI allowing your application to operate at incredibly fast processing speeds utilizing 

field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).  f1 instances are suitable for financial computing, 

genomics, accelerated search, and image processing applications.  
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Storage Optimized Instances  

Storage optimized instance are designed for workloads that require local storage for large data 

sets.  Performance requirements provide continual high sequential read and write access with 

very high IOPS performance due to the local storage.    

  

Instance 

Type  

Hypervisor  Maximum Size  Processor  Features  

h1  Xen  64 vCPUs, 256 GiB memory, 4 x  

200 GiB of instance storage, up to  

25 Gbps enhanced networking   

Intel  

Broadwell  

E5-2686V4  

1.15 Gb/s 

readwrite with 2 

MiB block size  

d2  Xen  36 vCPUs, 244 GiB memory, 24 x  

2048 GiB of instance storage,10  

Gbps enhanced networking   

Intel Xeon 

E5-2670v2  

EBS optimized  

i3  Nitro  36 vCPUs, 244 GiB memory, 8 X 

1900 GiB of instance storage, up 

to 25 Gbps enhanced networking   

Intel  

Broadwell  

E5-2686V4  

1.4 million 

Write IOPS  
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Bare Metal Instances  

The bare-metal platform at AWS is used to host the VMware cloud on AWS.  i3metal instances 

have two physical Intel processors connected with a high-speed QPI interconnect bus with 72 

vCPU cores.  RAM is 512 GB and 8, 1.9 TiB SSDs of instant storage, and 25 Gig enhanced 

networking connections.  For those developers at Terra Firma that like to host databases on bare 

metal servers for the maximum amount of performance, bare-metal server might be unacceptable 

option.  Bare-metal instances were first created for VMware to be able to host their environments 

at AWS.    

  

Dedicated Hosts  

Choosing a dedicated host, is to choose a dedicated physical server with defined EC2 instance 

capacity just for you.  A dedicated host allows you to control the hardware that your instances 

are running on; you get to control the affinity, or placement of your instances on the host that 

you desire.  Dedicated hosts support per socket, per core, or per VM software licenses.  There are 

limitations and restrictions when using dedicated hosts:  

• The instance size and type of instance placed on a dedicated host must also be the same 

type.    

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux, and Windows AMIs cannot be used with dedicated hosts; the 

only type of AMIs that can be launched on a dedicated host are bring your own license 

(BYOL) Amazon Linux, and Amazon Marketplace AMIs.    

• Instances hosted on a dedicated host must be launched in a VPC  

• Amazon RDS, placement groups, and auto scaling groups are not supported  

Billing charges are just the hourly charge for each active Dedicated Host as you’re not billed for 

instance usage hosted by the dedicated host.  Pricing will be based on on-demand pricing unless 

you have set up dedicated host reservation pricing.     

  

Dedicated Instances  

You could also choose to use dedicated instances, if your compliance rules and regulations 

required compute instance isolation.  A dedicated instance runs in a VPC on hardware resources 

dedicated to a single customer.  Dedicated instances have the same performance and security as 

instances hosted on a dedicated host but also have some limitations to be aware of:  

• You are not allowed to target your instance’s placement   

• No access and control of the sockets and physical cores of the physical host   

• EBS volumes that are attached to a dedicated instance are not running on single tenant 

hardware  
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EC2 Network Performance  

The type of instance that you select will determine the available amount of network bandwidth.   

If you’ve selected an instance from the t, or m4 families, the reserved network performance will 

be defined vaguely as low, low to moderate, or high.  Proper benchmarking is the only 

guaranteed method of finding out what exactly bandwidth you have on any instance with a vague 

network performance tag.  However, a nano, or micro instance is in the baseline range of 

100Mbit/s, and a high network performance tag will max out in the range of 2 Gbps.   All other 

instance families will have a defined level of network performance that either scales up to a 

defined figure, for example, up to 5 Gbps, or a defined figure such as 10Gbps.  All advertised 

network speeds are gradually increasing over time at AWS.  Network speeds at AWS are 

showing the outbound and inbound traffic speed.  For example, a 10 or 25 Gbps network speed is 

the one-way speed for either inbound or outbound traffic.   

Until the launch of the C5 instance, default network communication at AWS was performed by 

the Xen network driver.  Since the Xen hypervisor was involved there were limitations on the 

maximum speed of the network connections that could be achieved.  Network speeds for older 

instances were using the elastic network interface or ENI for network communication.  

Enhanced networking uses the elastic network adapter, or ENA to greatly increases an instances 

network speed using a process called single route I/O virtualization (SR-IOV) where the physical 

network driver on the bare-metal server is directly exposed to the instance.  The beauty in this 

design is that the hypervisor is not involved in network communications.   Enhanced networking 

is available on all supported instance types at no additional cost but requires a specialized driver.  

As a result, the operating system of your instance needs the installation of a SR-IOV driver, and, 

enhanced networking must be enabled on the instance.    

Enhanced networking is provided when you select instances that supports enhanced networking 

and launch and deploy an HVM AMI that includes enhanced networking drivers.  Both the AWS  

Linux AMI’s support enhanced networking, as does Ubuntu 14.04 and 16.04, and Windows 

Server 2008 R2 and above.  The Elastic Network Adapter (ENA) supports network speeds of up 

to 25 Gbps for supported instance types; network speeds up to 10 Gbps are supported by the Intel 

82559 virtual function (VF) interface.    

Once you have chosen, or enabled enhanced networking your instance can take advantage of the 

additional bandwidth for several use cases:  

• Connections to S3 storage can send and receive at 25 Gbps  

• Instance to instance communication hosted in the same or different availability zones 

within a single region can communicate up to 5 Gbps for point-to-point communication, 

or 25 Gbps   

• Instance to instance communication hosted in a cluster placement group can 

communicate at 10 Gbps for single flow traffic, or 25 Gbps for multi flow traffic  
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Using a test tool such as iperf can give you your actual network speed.  

 

Amazon Machine Images (AMI)  

The AMI is the important component to understand when deploying EC2 instances as all 

instances are created using an AMI.  How a lot of folks at AWS pronounce the term AMI is 

amee, like maamee, but with an ‘a”.  The precise definition of an AMI is a template that contains 

the desired software configuration typically an operating system, and optionally, an application, 

perhaps some additional supporting software, and a root device boot volume.  After selecting an 

AMI, you then choose the instance type where your selected AMI will be installed.   

Each AMI contains the necessary technical information required to launch all instances hosted at 

AWS.  You must use an AMI to launch an AWS instance.  There are two types of AMI to 

consider; an EBS backed AMI providing a persistent block storage boot volume, or a local 

instance store backed AMI, which provides local block storage that is temporary. Your different 

needs and requirements will dictate which type of AMI to create and use.  Web and application 

servers have different hosting needs than a database server, we will look at the instance families 

and these considerations in the next section in this chapter.  Each AMI includes the following 

components which are described by the XML manifest file:  

Boot Volume – describes what will be used as the root boot volume for the instance – either an 

EBS boot volume, or a local instance storage volume.  

Launch permissions – define the AWS accounts that are permitted to use the AMI to launch 

instances with.  Default launch permissions are set to private which means only the owner that 

created the AMI can use it.  Permissions can define a select list of AWS accounts, or switching 

permissions from private to public means anyone in the AWS community will have access.  

Volumes to attach – the volumes to attach to the instance at launch are contained in a block 

device mapping document.  If the initial root device volume is a local instance store volume, it 

will be listed as ephemeral0 to ephemeral23 depending on the number of instance store volumes 

to be created.  Instance stores can be backed by solid-state drives (SSD), or non-volatile memory 

express volumes (NVMe) available with some of the newer, instance types.  For EBS volumes to 

be created, the ID of the snapshot to be used when creating the block device volume will be 

specified along with the size of the volume to create.  

Default location – AMIs are region specific. When you create your AMI, you will be operating 

in a specific region, therefore, it is stored in the region where it was initially created.  An AMI 

can be used in any of the availability zones contained by the region where it was created.  When 

you launch (think create) an instance, you can only select an AMI that’s currently hosted in the 
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current region; however, AMI’s can be made available in other regions by copying them to the 

desired region.  

Operating system – the operating system will be a version of Linux or of Windows.    

Root device storage – there are two options available; either backed by Amazon EBS, or, 

backed by an instance store volume.    

• EBS root volume will be created from an EBS snapshot stored in S3 storage   

• Instance store volume will have its initial root volume created from a template stored in 

S3 storage  

  

Choosing an AMI  

There is a wealth of prebuilt AMIs available in the Amazon Marketplace, and in the EC2 

management console.    

AWS Linux AMIs  

Prebuilt AMIs supplied by Amazon include Amazon Linux 2, and Amazon Linux AMI.  Amazon 

Linux 2 is the latest version of Amazon Linux and recommended if you want to start with a 

Linux AMI.  Amazon’s Linux distribution is based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux.  The Linux 2 

AMI supports EC2 instances including EC2 bare-metal instances and Docker containers.  Even 

more importantly, Amazon Linux 2 can be used on-premise for development and testing 

purposes as it is available as a virtual machine image for use on many other third-party 

virtualization environments such as KVM, Oracle VM VirtualBox, Microsoft Hyper -V, and of 

course VMware ESXi.  Amazon Linux 2 can be used on all instance types that support HVM 

AMIs; it does not support instance types that require paravirtualization functionality     

The Linux 2 AMI also includes a variety of software packages and configurations that seamlessly 

integrate with many AWS services such as CloudFront monitoring and the Systems Manager 

Patch Manager, and the MATE GUI desktop environment.  Other bundled tools include the 

AWS CLI, the command line interface, and cloud-init which is used for automating user data 

scripts at boot.  Long-term support is provided by AWS for five years, until 2023 including 

updates from a private repository stored within the AWS region.   

The older version of Linux offered by AWS is the Amazon Linux AMI. It is supported for use on 

just EC2 instances at AWS and cannot be downloaded for on premise development and testing.  

If you are starting out AWS and wish to use a Linux distribution provided by AWS, choose 

Linux 2.    
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Linux AMI Virtualization Types  

Amazon as a cloud provider has been around since 2006.  Virtualization has changed great deal 

since that time therefore, there are different virtualization choices available at AWS when 

launching a Linux instance.  There are two types of virtualization; paravirtual (PV), or hardware 

virtual machine (HVM).  There is also am older hybrid combination of technologies with the 

hardware virtual machine embedded with paravirtualized drivers for networking and storage.   

When you view the available instance types in the AWS management console, by default, the 

current generation types are initially displayed as shown in figure 4-17.  The term “current 

generation” means the latest and greatest virtualized choices available, however, changing the 

view to “All generations” reveals that the older virtualization choices still exist.   Amazon 

recommends that you use what are defined as current generation instance types and HVM AMI’s  

Even though instance types since the beginning of AWS are still available, but warned; choosing 

para-virtualization, or, selecting an older instance type means your applications will be running 

slower at AWS; and who wants that?  However, your on-premise builds may be hosted on older 

versions of Linux or Windows versions and perhaps they must stay that way.  If that’s the case, 

there are a variety of instances, and regions that still support the older para-virtualized builds.  

Long-term, you will be better served by first doing the grunt work of upgrading your on-premise 

operating system versions to the latest versions. Then you can start with the current generation 

instance types and HVM AMI’s.  

• HVM AMI’s supports enhanced networking and faster GPU processing  

• PV AMI’s cannot take advantage of enhanced networking, and faster GPU processing  

  

Windows AMIs  

Amazon has worked with Microsoft to make available a library of AMIs including SharePoint 

2010, Windows Server versions from 2008 to 2016, including just the base operating system, or 

the base operating system bundled with versions of SQL Server Express to SQL Server 2016 

Enterprise.  License choices include choosing instances that bundle the licensing fees in their 

cost (Windows Server and SQL Server licenses) or bringing your own license (BYOL), or with a 

feature called License Mobility which is available to customers that are covered with Software 

Assurance (SA) contracts which allow the movement of eligible Microsoft software to EC2 

instances.  Windows AMIs offered by AWS by default are patched within five days of 

Microsoft’s patch Tuesday release.  

  

To create an EBS backed Windows or Linux AMI – choose a compatible Windows or Linux 

AMI with an EBS boot volume.  After you log on and customize the instance software built, a 

new AMI can be created from the instance.  For EBS backed instances, creating an image is a 

very simple process using the management console, or the CLI.  
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To create an instance store backed Windows or Linux AMI – choose a compatible Windows 

or Linux AMI with an instance store boot volume.  After you log on and customize the instance 

software built, a new AMI can be created from the instance.  The process for creating instance 

store backed AMIs is a little more complicated as it is not a completely automated process.  To 

create an AMI from an instance store backed Amazon Linux instance you need to carry out the 

following tasks:  

1. Install GRUB  

2. Install the partition management packages  

3. Install the command-line based AMI tools and the AWS CLI    

4. Create a signing certificate using the command openssl genrsa and save the output to a 

.pem file   

5. Run the ec2-bundle-vol command that prepares a “bundle”: that’s a temporary copy of 

your instance store boot drive   

6. Run the ec2-uploadbundle command that copies the bundle (the instance boot drive) to a 

S3 bucket.  

  

Custom Instance Store AMIs  

The differences between instances backed by Amazon, EBS volumes, and, instances backed by 

an instance store are shown below.   

  EBS Root Device  Instance Store Root Device  

Boot time  Fast; under a minute  Not so fast; approximately 

five minutes – root drive 

image must be copied from 

S3 storage  

Root Drive  16 TiB maximum  10 GiG maximum  

Volume type  EBS block storage  Local instance, block storage 

located on bare-metal server 

hosting the instance  

Data Persistence  By default, EBS root volumes 

are deleted when instance 

terminates  

No persistence when instance 

store root device turned off, 

or terminated  

Changes  EBS storage, AMI and 

snapshot storage in S3  

AMI storage in S3  

State  When instance is turned off, 

root volume is persistent 

EBS, storage  

Can either be in a running, or 

terminated state  
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